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FOREWORD
Since the Upper Lake Winnebago Pool Lakes (Lakes Burte des Morts. Winnecunne, and

Poygan, were created by t h t damming of the Fox River in the I 8501s,extensive stands of cornnlon

reed (Phrugmiles uuscmlis), known localll; as cane beds, have grown in scattered patches
throughout rhe system. Subsequent to impoundment, these stands have been subjecrcd to a variety
of stresses. including imposed warer level regimes with winter drawdowns, wave action. boating

activir~. ruugh fish feeding and spawning, and cornperition with intrusive algal growths.
Anecdotal ev!dence and recent observarions have indicated that common reed stands have been

slowly diminishing in b(~tbsize and vigor and that the rate of deterioration in the past 10 - 15 years
has heen accelerating ( Rudebeck, 1997: TechIow, 1997). However, no precise quantification of

the changes in aerial extent of common reed beds in the Upper Winnebago Pool Lakes exists, nor
has a recenr assessment of the current status of common reed beds in the entire symem been
conducted.

Although limited
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acreage, stands of emergent macrophytes such as these provide

numerous ecological as well as recreational funcrions including: life support for a variety of

microbial, illvertebrate, vertebrate. and plant and algal populariotis; maintenance of warer quality
and gcochenlical storage, especially with regard to cycling of nutrients. changes in dissolved

oxygen. and sedimentatiun of suspended solids: protecrion of shorelines from wave erosion and
prevention of resuspension of tine sediment; and open space and aesthetics for both consumptive
and non-consumptive outdoor activities. In the Winnebago system, these areas have already been

identified to be extretnely important as: 11 habitat for a number of waterfowl and other bird
species, providjrlg food, cover, and nesting substrates; 2) vital fish habitat, providing cover, egglaying substrates and support of fish food fauna; 3) important hunting and fishing areas; 3)

stabilizers of Iake bottom sediments; and 5) erosion protection (Gabriel and Bodensteiner, 2000;

Kahl, 1993; Nichols and Vennie, 1991).
Given the potential significance of these stands in a system that is already highIy
anchropogenically stressed, we examined the relation between changes in characteristics of

curnrnon reed stands and some key en1 ironmental factors that may affect their success. especially
thosc related to season patterns in water level managemenr. By determ~ningthe relevant factors
and stresses responsible for the changzs in size and location of common reed stands, we have

begun to develop information necessary for the management, protection,

2nd

possible

rehabilitation of comnlun reed stands in the Upper Wimlebago Pool Lakes. To accomplish this
we addressed the tbllowing objectives: 1) developmc.nt of a historical, quantified record of

possible changes in the spatial characteristics of common reed stands on Lake Poygan, including
aerial extenc, distribution, and shape; 2) development of baseline information on the current starus

of individual common reed stands. including stem density and uniformity of stem distributiori
within sknds; 3) assessmect of the relationship between changes in the spatial characteristics of

common reed beds and eriv ir~nrnentalfacrors, particularly water levels, and mereorological

conditions during the winrer and the growing season; and 4) identification of public perception of
the possible ecolngical i ~ ~ p o r t a n cofe common reed stands to the Witu~ebagoPool Lakes and of
protection and restoration efforts.
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BACKGROUND
Located in east central Wisconsin. the Winnebago Pool Lakes, composed of Lakes
Winnebago, Butte des Morts, Winneconne, and Poygan, drain 16,654 square kilomerers and
compose 17%
' of Wisconsin's surface water area. Major watersheds include the Wolf River to the
north
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tlle Upper Fox River to the south with the system emptying from Lake Winnebagu via

the Lvwcr Fox River to rhe southwestern end of Green Bay on Lake Michigan The Lakes lie in

the vegetation tension zone between the Northern Forest and the Prairie-Forest floristic provinces
(Curtis. 197 1 ), and the watershed transects three US ecoregions, the Southeastern Wisconsin Till

Plain, the North Central Hardwood Forests, and the Northern Lakes and Forests. Consequently,
land use ranges from mixed hardwood forest in the north to prtrnariiy specialized dairying with

some generalized farming southward.

The Lake Winnebago System is within 120 km of over 2 million people, and is central to

many, often conflicting, resource uses, including outdoor recreation such as fishing and boating,
wastewater assimilation for 59 industries and 24 municipal wastewater treatment plants, and as a
principal water supply for over 100,000 people in Oshkosh, Neenah-Menasha. and Appleton as
well as numerous small communities in the watershed (East Central Wisconsin Regional Planning

Coinmission [ECWRPC], 1989). The Lake Winnebago System provides over one million user
days during the peak month of recreation fur boaters and anglers from Wisconsin and other states,

most notably nearby Illinois. The dam system and water level control program, representing the

largest flood control storage reservoir in Wisconsin, provide flood protection for residents and
shoreland development within 17 jurisdictions.
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Water levels in the Upper Lake Winnebago Pool Lakes have been controlled through dam

outflows by the Corps of Engineers since the late 1800's. principally to assist commercial
navigation and downstream industrial uses of waste assimilation and power generation (WDNR,

1989). As a result of a revised water level management policy instituted in 1982, lake Ievels in
the summer are now approximately 1 m h i g g r than previously occurring levels in the summer,
\\A'-
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and 10-30 cm higher in dle winter. The Corps is required to maitlrain levels within a seasonal

range of 1.05 111. Under the current water level management strategy, rhe water level rapidly
increases in the spring and summer, resulting in high lake levels during early plant growth. 'This

is followed by allowing the water levels to gradually decrease through the fall io achieve a
drawdnwn in the winter to prevent ice damage along the lake shores and to be prepared for
moderating spring run0 ff levels (Krug , 198 1) .

The current seasonal pattern of water ievel managenlent may impact aquatic tegetation in
several ways. First, higher spring and summer water levels coupled with high turbidity from

spring runoff of the largeIy agricultural watershed, especially during the critical growth period
from April to June. may reduce the availabilitj of light necessary to achieve earlier and faster planr
grouth and decrease the rate of warming of the seditnents. This effectively shortens the growing
season for the plants and decreases thc capacity of the plarits to shunt energy itlto vegetative

growth and production of overwinter propagules with larger energy stores, thereby adversely

affecting propagation and reproduction (Kahi, 1993). In addition. higher water levels may also
increase exposure to wave attack and susceptibility to other stresses such as damage by boaters and

spawning activity by cv~nmoncarp among plants that are flowering and producing vegetative

propagules. A combination of longer durations of high water levels and poor Lvater clarity may
greatly affect expansion and re-colonization. Lower water levels in the fall increase the exposure

of the shoreline tu wave action, especially during fall storms, resulting in shoreline erosion and
resuspension of bottom sediments. GradualIy decreasing water levels during this period expose
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successively deeper portions of a particular stand to increasing wave action at the shorelme.

Drawdown during the winter may leave parts of the root system and reproductive structures
exposed to destructive sub-freezing temperatures, while ice inovetnent in shallow areas could

physically disrupt senesced plants and root masses, especially on the outer edges of stands.

Prior to the construction of two dams at the outlets of Lake Winnebago in the 1850s, the

Lakes were fertile riverine marshes with dense emergent vegetation (Linde, 1975). As late as
1943 the Lakes supported a greater diversity and abundance of aquatic macrophytes than any o d ~ e r

wetlands in Wisconsin with the exception of the Upper Mississippi River; by 1953, abundance and
diversity had noticeably declined (Zimmerman, 1953). Since damming the marshes have gradually

~0-!

,
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been transformed into largt.. turbid open-water lakes.

Changes in water level regimes and

increased sediment and nutrient loads due ro agricultural practices and urbanization have
contributed tn the loss of tens of thousands of hectares of wetland hahitat (Linde, 1979). The
decrease in emergent vegetation was parricularly rapid after 1930, especially influenced by high
water levels.

The lakes conrjnue to he hyper-eutrophic and turbid (Lillie and Mason ,1983), not only due
to agricultural and urban inputs (Northeast U'isconsin Waters for Tomorrow, 1994), but also due
to increasing exposure and erosion by wave action and ice scour of shorelirie substrates formerly

protecrzd by vegetation. This is further aggravated by the lung fetches and shailoufdepths of the
Lakes which allow frequent resuspension of fine material (Sloey and Spangler, 1977). The mean

secchi disk depth for the Lakes is 0.25 mcters, indicating a very limited photic zone for aquatic

vegetation (Mrisconsin Department of Natural Resources [WDNRJ, 1989). Sediment input from
the watershed and from erosion of shallow areas has posed several other system-wide problems

including destruction of fish spawning areas and the filling of natural]) deeper areas and

navigational channels and harbors, which requires extensive dredging (WDNR, 1989).

The extensive loss of wetland habitat is an important concern as the Winnebago Pool Lakes

support a diverse and unique fish and wildlife community, including the largest lake sturgeon
population in the US (ECWRPC, 1989). However. numbers of this species as well as many

others, have been declining despite intensive management efforts (Sherry, 1997).Of the 17 inland
fish species of special concern to the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, 14 are found

in the Winnebago System watershed with four of these occurring in the pool lakes. Notable
wildlife uses of the lakes include 120,000 to 170,000 diving duck use days per annum, and the
lakes provide habitat for 260 pairs of Forster terns, a state listed endangered species, and 100 pairs
of common terns (WDNR, 1989). Some piscivorous fish species such as walleye and sauger have
maintained relatively stable numbers, but, populations of northern pike, largemouth bass,
muskellunge have significantly declined, primarily due to changes in water quality and habitat

losses. Other species such as freshwater drurll, white bass and gizzard shad have rhrivcd as a result

of the changed conditions, causing increased interspecific competition for food and cover,

iricreased predation on desirable sport fish, and shifts in uophic webs (WDNR, 1989). Population
escir~~stes
for 1956 indicate that die lake system supports 80 million freshwater drum compared to
a total of 8.5 miltion sportfish (Cclshun, 1987). In addition, the water quality conditions have

allowed exotic species like the common carp to thrive as well, further contributing to the ongoing
problem of water turbidity (Sloey and Spangler, 1977), interspecitic competition, and destruction
of aquatic vegetation (WDNR, 1989).

Since the Winnebago Pool Lakes were created, extensive sta~ldsof common reed

(Phmgmites australis) have grown in scattered patches rhrougl~outt he system. Althouzh common

reed is often treated as a nuisance species, the dense, monotypic stands in the Winnebago Pool
Lakes mark the former outer margins of thousands of hectares of marshes which have been lost
through increases in water levels, shoreline erosion, and widespread loss of other emergent plants,
particularly cattails (Tjpha spp.)(Linde, 1975). Consequent1y , many of these stands now occur off
shore in water up to 1.5 meters deep. These midwater common reed stands, apparently unique
worldwide with respect to their location, have persisred for decades. despite having been subjected

to a variety of stresses, including imposed water level regimes with winter drawdowns. wave

action. boating activity, rough fish feeding and spawning, and competition with intrusive algal
growths. However, recent observations suggest dial these stands have been diminishing in both

size and vigor and that the rate of deterioration in the past 10 to 15 years has been accelerating
(Rudeheck 1997; Techluw 1997). In Lake Poygan one of four major stands suffered a 94%
decrease in spatial coverage since 1985 with most of the losses occurring in only two years

(Gabriel and Bodensteiner 1998). Declines in other stands ranged from 2% to 65 %. Although
stands were historically present in all four Pool Lakes and are still extant in all but Winnebago,

changes in spatial extent of common reed stands has not been quantified, nor has an assessment
of the current status of common reed stands been conduc~edwith the exception of Lake Poygan

(Gabriel and Bodensteiner 1998).
Until losses were noticeable, little effort was directed to understanding the ecological
functions of midlake conlmon reed stands within the system. Although limited in spatial extent,
attributes suggest chat the common reed functions as a keystone species in the ecosystems of the

Pool Lakes. In addition to typical wetiand functions such as furnishing habitat and nutritivn for

a varier)' of microbial and rnacroinvertebrate species, maintaining water quality by storing
nutrients, binding substrate material and preventing erosion, and providing open space and

aesthetics for both consumptive and nun-consumptive outdoor activities, these stands also serve
some unique hnctrclns. Because of their midwater location they offer habitat free of terrestrial
predators and have already bern identified as extremely imponant in providing food, cover, and

nesting or spawning substrates for a number of waterfowl, other bird species, arld fish. By
reducing the fetch and stabilizing lake bottom seilirnents, [hey also prevent erosion and waveinduced sedimenr resuspension (Kahl , I 993; Nichols and Vennie, 1991). In Lake Poygan, Gabriei
and Bodensteiner (1000) observed thar diverse aquatic plant communities consisting of both
emergent and subrnergent plant types were associated with common reed srands on the side

Ieeuard to [he prevailing wind, suggesting that the stands provide refuges conducive to

establishment and growth of other aquatic macrophytes.

A major water quality problem in the Pool Lakes is the summer "bloom" of filamentous

and other forms of algae. As primary producers with rapid growth during the summer, common

reeds function as a sink for nutrients, particularly nitrogen and phosphorus. Although the hypereutrophic state of their lake habitat can be attributed to external nutrient loading via runoff from
agriculrural and urban areas, this condition may be exacerbated by internal loading when
phvsphorus bound to sedirnenr particles is suspended from the substrate by wave action and thus

made available to phytoplankters such as filamentous forms of algae. Since these lakes do not
seasonally stratify, &tis effect can occur over the bottom of the entire system. The reduced fetch,
downwind protection, and the substrate stability afforded by common reed stands can counteract

this internal loading mechanism. Additionally, aquatic n~acrophytessuch as common reed are at

a competitive advantage over phytoplankton for nutrients, and so they can reduce the amount of
nutrients available to phytoplankton fur growth and reproduction. The result is greater water

clarity, increased light penetration, and thus more available substrate for plant coloniz~rion,
creating a positive feedback for establishment of macrophyte stands and reduction of
phytoplankton.

The reduction

i11sediment

and nutrient loading provided by common reed stands has other

regional-scale benefits, as it helps improve downstream water quality and habimr in Lake
Winnebago, the Lower Fox River, and ultimately Green Bay, Lake Michigan. These benefits in

turn help meet regional managt'ment goals, including a goal of 50% reduction in phosphorous and

[oral suspended solids outlined in the lower Green Bay Remedial Action Plan, and a similar 30%
reduction called for in the Winnebago Comprehensive Management Plan (CVDNR, 1989).

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Thc impetus of this project is to restore, improve, and maintain the ecological diversity and
quality, and beneficial uses of the fish. wildlife and water resources of the Winnebago Pool Lakes.

'To accomplish this, we developed infomarion necessary for the n~anagement.protection, and
rehabilitation of midlake wetlands in tile Winnebagu Pool Lakes, addressing the following

objectives:

1) Developed
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historical, quanrified record of changes in the spatial characteristics of common

reed stands on the Winnebago Pool Lakes, including spatial extent, distribution. shape. and

fragmentation;

2) Developed baseline infornlation un the current status of indivjdual common reed stands,
including stem density and uniformity of distribution within srands:

3) Assessed the relationship between changes in the spatial extent of common reed beds and
hydrological factors; and

4) Identified the public's perception of the ecological il-llportance of commiln reed scands and the
willingness to alter use patterns to facilitate preservation and rrsioration of rhese stands; and

The project also helps fulfill a number of goals, objectives and managemenr options
outlined in the Winnebago Comprehensive Management Plan (W DNR, 1989). First, the project

helps address the management plan's principal goal to restore, improve. and mainmill the
ecological diversity and quality, and beneficial uses of the fish, wildlife and water resources of the

Winnebago System. Secondly, the project addresses the following objectives outlined in the
management plan:

1) increase the relative abundance of desirable emergent aquatic macrophyte beds (identified as
critical);

2) deveiop an acceprable water level rnandgemenr regime that maximizes [he system's pntc~tialr o

produce aquatic habitat, while balancing the sysrem's various resourct: users' needs (idenriiitd as
critical); and

3) invenrory critical fisheries and n,iidlifihabitat within the system.

Lastly, the project directly addresses the following managemenr options outlined in the

management plan:
1) survey and monitor aquatic macrophy re abundance and dislri butior~on pool lakes, including the

stability of common reed beds; and

2) model the relationships between water levels of the Upriver lakes to determine irnpacrs of

various levels on habitat.

Study Sites

Currently, common reed stands are found in Lake Poygan, Lake Butte des Morts, and Lake

Winnecunnc. Thirteen distinct stands, comprised of 84 individual patches, were iden~ifiedin the
Winnebago Pool Lakes, including: 1) East Channel, 2) West Bay, 3) Lone WilIow. 4 ) Hindenburg

Li11c- L,ake Poygan. 5 ) Hinderlburg Line - Lake Winneconne, 6 ) Wentzel Shores, 7) Clarks' Ba?7.

8) Wenrzel Marsh, 9) Lasley's Point. 10) Terrel Island, 11) Plummer's Point, 12) Sunser Bay. 13)
Miller's Bay, and 14) Highway 41 ( (Figs, 1a and b).

Data Collection

Data was collected to determine the spatial characteristics and present status of corrurlori

reed stands, as well as historical water level fluctuarions.

I ) Spatial Charnctensn'cs

Data collection began by compiling a historical record of changes in common reed acreage.
This is an appropriate method of establishing historical changes as common reed has a particularly

good signature on aerial photographs (Perciasepe and Tippie, 1996). The primary sources for this
analy sjs were aerial photographs provided by a variety of sources, including the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources (WDNR), Winnebago County Natural Resource and
Conservation Service (NRCS) and Farm Service Agency (FSA), as well as the Robinson Map

Library, UW-Madison. Shorter annual aerial photograph records of submerged and emergent
aquatic vegetation in the Winnebago Pool Lakes system have also been collected by A. Linde and

R. Kahl, Wisconsin DNR, for the mid- 1970s and1986-94. ,4nadditional set of photographs was
taken in August 1997 -1999, following the same tlight paths and other protocols used for the 1986-

94 data set. The photos used needed to be taken between late June and August. after the ice cover
had melred, and following emergence of common reed.

The aerial photographs and map records were analyzed to determine spatial changes in the

four cane beds being studied. Important spatial metrics used to identify landscape changes often
include: 1) area: 2 ) edye metrics (e.g. perimeter of canebeds, total perimerer, perinleter to area

ratios); 3) nearesr neighbur analysis: and 4 ) shape metrics such as a shape indices that compare
patch shapes to a circle which would have minimum perirnetzriarea jz.g. Ritters et al.. 1992,
1995). Because of the mttthod of data cullection used
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this study, die spatial metrics used

principally compared changes and differences in area and edge rnerrics for the period of record
( 1937-99).

Image anal) sis N as conducted in accordance with our previously established methods using
public domain image analysis sofrware available through the National lr~stituceof Healrh (NIH

Image Pro, Scion Curporatjon). Aer~alphotographs and slides were scanned in and cropped using
Adobe Phoroshop 4.0. The scanned images were imported inro NIH Image Pro. which analyzes
images relative to the number of pixels that correspond to a known distance. Distance per pixel

was calibrated for each image set using the known distance of a fearure common to the data sets,

thereby allowing accurate analysis of images at different scales and in different formats (1.e. slides
and aerial photographs). After manually tracing the onscceen image of each patch. NIA Image
Pro automatically calculated such measures as area and perimeter lengths. Measurements were

duplicated twice for each patch, and the average measurement was calculated and recorded.
This data collection method was used primarily due to the tremendous effon and cost that
would be associared with photogrammetrically rectifying and digitizing the Iarge number and

variety of aerial photographs and maps that had to be examined to provide a reasonable historical
record. Such an expensive and involved process, while beyond the scope of this preliminary

project, would be necessary to establish the coordinates to input the digitized outlines of cane beds
and accurately compare changes in such measures as location and shape for successive years using

a geographic information system.

2) Field Site Characten'stics
The patches of each common reed stand were sampled in regards to stem densities. as well

